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i do like the game and for 1 dollar or 0.1 dollar i paid hade a blue sale thniy, its a good buy,

I like also like to have a score on screen
I like to have more modes like old school snake when u eat ur self.

. Im only about 2 hours in and im taking my time but this is a great little horror title and sits proudly in my collection.
you jump right into the action , late night at the office and then\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665gets real. the sound
and environment is done very well and keeps you on the edge of you seat and the environment feels quite claustrophobic only
adding to the suspense.

ive noticed a few little in game bugs that need tweaking such as dissapearing shadows and some parts of the game being
ridicously dark (1 in particular) etc but nothing game breaking and im sure itll be fixed soon. this is a superb title for the price.
just hope its not too short!

loving it so far. I got this bundled with a few other games. Before this, I had never seen the game. So take that into consideration
for this review. I see others played it long ago, and still enjoy it, which is fine, but I just can't get past the ONE BIT graphics.
Pixels are either back or white. The view-port or screen is tiny on modern monitors. While the game is kinda neat, and a lot of
effort went into creating it, I think this game is more of a playable museum piece than a viable game in 2018.. I made my hero
a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥and my villain a ♥♥♥♥♥♥... I cant draw.. I'm really not great at making 3D models and tools like Blender and
Maya were overwhelming. Verto Studio is far more approachable, and the VR version is awesome. I was able to learn a lot of
new things about 3D modeling from this app, and from the videos that the creator has on YouTube: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/VertoStudio3D
. This game isn't terrible but the lack of community or anybody playing it for that matter is sad. At the time of this review out of
the dozens of servers they have for this game not one had any players on it. What's the point of starting this game when the bots
are terrible and boring to play against and the game is basically dead. I couldn't find a reason to keep playing but if you enjoy
playing bots maybe you can. I would have to give this game a 2 out of 10, there just isnt much good to say about it and the dead
community really brings the game down. I don't see this game being on Steam for much longer.
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https:\/\/youtu.be\/vyCFqcRS-b0

An absolute tedious grind is the only way I can sum up this very poor effort. So its your typical cheap unity 'horror' game. Run
around looking for things to collect in a level that features ugly graphics,minimal lighting, poor animations and annoying audio. I
say things to collect I found one thing and could not find any thing else in the entire map.

This would at least be bearable if not for the fact that the enemy poo monster can easily kill you even if your in a locked room...
This is just bad on every level. Then just to really get on your goat the game is riddled with bugs and crashes.

Not even worth it on a sale unless you are a sucker for self inflicted tedium.. A practically unfinished game with little content to
offer, only fun for about an hour.. It's bean a while since I've had a mouthful of fun poured onto me like this.

5/7 perfect game. game 1: ogres show up in my presents and own me, game 2: beat first level, game 3: can't figure out what
ogres came from my presents and which one i have to kill, game 4: there was no game 4 10\/10 would get owned again

In all seriousness though: Master difficulty is right, if you're good enough i have no doubt the jester would be a powerful hero, if
not the randomness will sink you more often then it helps. this game is nothing, compared to zoo tycoon, or any animal/zoo
game at that. zoo tycoon is so old that i can't play it on my pc anymore.

ok they are two different games but still.

reasons
1: no sandbox, ok it has "free play" but that is no more than campaign mode without story, unlimited money does not exists. you
just turn of the negative effects. games like these ALWAYS have unlimited money, why not this one? (hint hint to the devs, not
that they respond)

2: the keepers, in zoo tycoon you could assign a keeper to a fenced area , it just needed to be closed, otherwise they did the
whole zoo, here you just expand their range, and if your enclosure is to big, or not in the shape of their range, to bad hire
another one to cover the hole enclosure. annoying much (hint hint to the devs, not that they respond)

3: taking care of plants aaaaarg so annoying, i wish you could turn that off, ok that a plant needs it's right temperature and soil i
understand but watering them? really? plant diseases you can turn of no complaints there.

the animations and graphics are good,

and i have no complaint's about the animals they look good.

it could use more animals though, not a disaster that there are not that much animals hence why it is not a reason of my
complaints

the other thing is it is taking them so long to update their game, ok it has dino's now, BUT the game came out in 2014 and it is
2017 now really it took that long to do one thing?

*clap, clap* wow, good job devs

 i know enough games whose devs try hard to make the game fun, to know that this game does not belong on that list, right now
it is catching virtual dust in my game collection list.

no, not the best, but if you like half baked games go ahead and buy it.

i love animal games (i played zoo tycoon so much that i can't even count the hours)

i have waited many years to write a review, thinking if i wait i can write a good one, not.
that was giving myself false hope.
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it will change if the game gets updated for the better but for now, DON'T BUY
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